High-precision length measurements are strongly demanded for not only industry requirements and science purposes.In 2009, a femtosecond optical frequency comb (FOFC) was adopted in Japan as the national standard tool for measuring length. Recently, numerous studies have focused on FOFC-based high-precision length measurement because this approach offers the possibility of development of a ultimate green length traceability system. A single-wavelength helium-neon (He-Ne) laser was used as a length standard. An FOFC emits discrete pulse-train-shaped light. This markedly different characteristic exists between a He-Ne laser and an FOFC is the reason for the challenge. Previous attempts to challenge this problem have not been satisfactory. This has limited the development and applications of FOFC-based length measurement.
Introduction
Since the invention of femtosecond optical frequency comb (FOFC), its great potential for length measurement and traceability has been recognized, but the challenge [1] [2] [3] [4] for achieving length measurements with FOFC does not end today.
In 2009, an FOFC was adopted in Japan as the national standard tool for measuring length. The ability to measure real-time, high-accuracy and long-range length information opened the door to the traceability of the meter over an optical fiber network. The possibility of using the adjacent pulse repetition interval length (APRIL) as a length ruler was also recognized [5] . However, the FOFC has not reached its full potential, since there is as yet no easy-to-use standard technology directly linked to the FOFC length standard tool for measurement.
In this paper, we describe our previous FOFC-based length measurement and related works [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . We will focus three facts: the length scale, the temporal coherence function of an FOFC and the length expression. These are our proposal that directly linked to the FOFC length standard tool to realize the meter. Other efforts [14] [15] [16] have also been performed using FOFCs to measure and/or transfer length standards.
This paper is organized as follows. First, a short literature review is performed in Section 2. Second, the basic facts for FOFC-based length measurement, including the length scale, the temporal coherence function of an FOFC and the length expression, are described in Section 3. Then, the basic scheme and the result of a preliminary experiment are shown in Section 4. Finally, the main conclusions are summarized in Section 5.
Literature Review
As already reported in Ref. [11, 12] , it was found that distance can be measured as a function of the APRIL by determining two parameters from the interference fringes of multiple pulse trains. The point is how to characterize the pulses in the proposed multiple Michelson interferometer. How to encode the electric field of an optical pulse was reviewed in Ref. [17] . Spectrograph, tomography and interferometry can be used to encode the electric field of an optical pulse. Spectrograph [14, 16] and interferometry (including intensity correlation [2] [3] [4] 18] and interferometric correlation [11, 12] ) were been used to characterize optical pulses. The difference between intensity correlation and interferometric correlation is the presence or absence of phase information which can be used for the high resolution measurement.
Principles
For convenience of explanation, we start with the features of an FOFC. For details about FOFC see Ref. [19] .
FOFC is an ultra-steady pulse laser. Pulse train generated by an FOFC. In the time-domain, a carrier pulse propagates with a carrier frequency angle ω c . A phase difference exists between the phase velocity and the group velocity; for a packet comprising repeated electric field pulses with a pulse repetition period R T , the phase difference or "slipping" between the carrier phase and the carrier envelope phase is ce In this section we will answer three questions. The first one is what should be used as a length scale for FOFC-based length measurement. The second one is why different pulse trains can interfere with each other. The third one is how to realize the length measurement by using APRIL.
Length Scale [5] . The possibility of using an APRIL as a length scale was investigated in Ref. [5] . The idea can be understood as follows. Currently, the highest absolute frequency stability that can be achieved by an FOFC is about 10 -18 order. Because an FOFC is a set of superposition of different single frequencies, if each frequency is stable, the FOFC (of course, an APRIL) is also steady at the same level.
Temporal Coherence Function of an FOFC [7] . It can be understood that the interference phenomenon observed is due to comb-like spectrum. [11] [12] [13] . An arbitrary and absolute distance L can be expressed as a function of APRIL δ by the following equation. 
Realization of length measurement
Here, N and ∆ are the integral and the excess fractional parts, respectively. The distance can be measured by determining two values N and ∆ .
Preliminary Experiment
An intensity-based two-color method was performed [20] . This mechanism is used for measurement of N and ∆ in the following manner. [Fig. 1 ]. The pulse (center frequency is 1560 nm) is incident on a periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) that generates a pulse with a doubled frequency (center frequency is 780 nm). Two pulses to be recorded are introduced to a multiple Michelson interferometer. The peaks of the interferometric correlations of two pulses are measured. N and ∆ can be obtained from the measured peaks. 
Summary
For more than five years, we have been at the forefront of the development of FOFC-based length measurement method. Adapting our efforts to realize length traceability via an optical fiber network to respond to new needs from industrial application is still a critical challenge. An overview of our efforts has been reviewed. The points of our ideas include what should be used as a length scale for FOFC-based length measurement, why different pulse trains can interfered with each other and how to realize the length measurement by using APRIL.
FOFC-based length measurement remains a critical challenge and further theoretical and technical developments are required, especially in light of the fierce global competition of production.
